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ABSTRACT
Data streams generated in real-time can be strongly temporally de-
pendent. In this case, standard techniques where we suppose that
class labels are not correlated may produce sub-optimal perfor-
mance because the assumption is incorrect. To deal with this prob-
lem, we present in this paper a new algorithm to classify temporally
correlated data based on deferral learning. This approach is suitable
for learning over time-varying streams. We show how simple clas-
sifiers such as Naive Bayes can boost their performance using this
new meta-learning methodology. We give an empirical validation
of our new algorithm over several real and artificial datasets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Big Data applications can be found in many diverse

fields that require deep insight, such as financial market data, en-
ergy data, and many others [5]. These sources of data generated
in real-time may have a strong dependence from one instance to
the next: instances labeled with a specific class label may be more
likely to be followed by instances with the same class label.

In this type of data, we can observe that there is short term mem-
ory in the stream, i.e. in the case of binary classification, the prob-
ability of a positive or negative is more or less dependent on the
instance that has just been observed. This seems to be the case in
financial and energy related market data streams.

It is very important to acknowledge this type of temporal de-
pendence, since the performance of the classifier depends on it. A
classifier dealing with temporal dependent data should always be
compared with the no-change classifier, i.e. a classifier that simply
predicts the last class label seen on the stream. This is due to the
fact that this very simple classifier, in datasets with strong tempo-
ral dependence may be simply more accurate than a more complex
classifier such as a decision tree or Naive Bayes [3].

In this paper we present a new meta classifier that can boost the
performance of any classifier to be able to deal with this temporal
data dependency. We then run an empirical evaluation to show its
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benefits. The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we discuss
related work, and in Section 3 we present our new meta classifier.
We perform and discuss an experimental evaluation in Section 4.
We end the paper giving some conclusions in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
The temporal dependency of data has been studied in time se-

ries [4], and in regression [10].
In classification, a solution based on using the non-change clas-

sifier was used in the winning solution of the EUNITE2003 com-
petition [11], which was about predicting glass quality from a glass
production line. The problem needed multi-step prediction into the
future, and the winners used linear interpolation starting from the
last value (as the prediction for the first value at t+1) to the global
mean (as the prediction for the value at t+20, the one furthest into
the future). This was described as the Naive Rule.

Zliobaite [12] detected the temporal dependence component in
the Electricity Dataset. The Electricity Dataset due to [7] is a pop-
ular benchmark for testing adaptive classifiers. It has been used in
over 40 concept drift experiments [6, 8, 2, 9]. The class label iden-
tifies the change of the price (UP or DOWN) related to a moving
average of the last 24 hours, and is subject to concept drift due to
changing consumption habits, unexpected events and seasonality.

The Kappa Plus Statistic measure was proposed in [3] to mea-
sure the performance of a classifier with temporal dependence. As
the standard Kappa Statistic normalizes the accuracy of a classi-
fier with the performance of a majority class based classifier, this
new measure, normalizes the accuracy of a classifier against the
no-change classifier.

3. DEFERRAL CLASSIFIER
In this section we propose a new algorithm to classify evolving

data streams, assuming that the performance of our new classifier
is going to be at least as good as that of the no-change classifier.

Our new deferral classifier is based on this pseudo-code:

• Each time a new instance arrives, make a prediction using a
data stream classifier

– If the prediction is sufficiently certain (based on a prob-
ability threshold t) then accept it;

– If the prediction is not sufficiently certain, default to
predicting the outcome of the last instance

We further extend this approach with two new algorithms:

• the first algorithm tunes the threshold parameter t automati-
cally as the stream is processed, keeping records of the accu-
racy over a sliding window for different values of t (such as



0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0); the value of t that historically would have
produced the lowest error is chosen

• the second algorithm uses a consensus of the class labels over
the last n instances instead of the single most recent class
label.

The first algorithm is implemented by computing an exponential
average on the error for each possible threshold t. It simply always
sets t to whatever value would have historically resulted in the with
lowest average error.

We implemented the second algorithm as a meta-classifier that
has a parameter α, which maintains a running numeric “vote" or
prediction for each class. When a new instance arrives, the meta
classifier multiplies all votes by (1− α), and adds α to the vote of
the correct class of the instance. This approach has the advantage
that it is identical to a classifier that predicts the last class label
observed when α = 1, but when α < 1, it gives more weight to
previous instances beyond the most recent.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we perform two evaluations to compare the new

classification schema with previous state-of-the art strategies:

• comparison with standard real and artificial datasets

• comparison with artificial streams generated adding strong
temporal dependency

Massive Online Analysis (MOA) [1] is a software environment
for implementing algorithms and running experiments for online
learning from data streams. All algorithms evaluated in this paper
were implemented in the Java programming language by extend-
ing the MOA software. The synthetic datasets were generated us-
ing MOA generators, and the real-world datasets used are available
from the MOA website.

4.1 Results
We ran an experimental evaluation to test our new deferral clas-

sifier. We compare the original Naive Bayes, with the following
classifiers:

• deferral classifier with α = 1,

• deferral classifier with α = 0.5,

• temporal augmented classifier [3], where the class label of
the previous instance is used as an additional attribute.

We use the datasets introduced previously for evaluation. The
experiments were performed on 2.66 GHz Core 2 Duo E6750 ma-
chines with 4 GB of memory.

The evaluation methodology used was Interleaved Test-Then-
Train: every example was used for testing the model before us-
ing it to train. This interleaved test followed by train procedure
was carried out on one million examples from the hyperplane and
RandomRBF datasets. The parameters of these streams are the fol-
lowing:

• RBF(x,v): RandomRBF data stream of 5 classes with x cen-
troids moving at speed v.

• HYP(x,v): Hyperplane data stream of 5 classes with x at-
tributes changing at speed v.

We report the following measures based on the accuracy of the
classifiers compared with very simple classifiers:
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Figure 1: Accuracy and Kappa Statistic on the Electricity Mar-
ket Dataset

• final accuracy p0

• κ = (p0 − pc)/(1− pc) where pc is the probability that the
classifiers predicts correctly by chance

• κ+ = (p0−p′e)/(1−p′e) where p′e is the accuracy of the clas-
sifier that predicts using the label of the last instance seen.

We plot the learning curves for the ELECTRICITY dataset in Fig-
ure 1 and for the FOREST COVERTYPE dataset in Figure 2. We
observe that the two deferral classifier performs similarly, but with
higher accuracy and κ+ than the single Naive Bayes and the tem-
poral augmented Naive Bayes.

Tables 1 reports the performance of the classification models in-
duced on the synthetic data and the real datasets: FOREST COVER-
TYPE, POKER HAND, ELECTRICITY and COVPOKELEC. The
performance is measured as the final percentage of examples cor-
rectly classified over the test/train interleaved evaluation.

We see that the deferral classifiers are superior to the Tempo-
ral Augmented Classifier and the Naive Bayes classifier alone. On
Table 1, we see that classifier have positive values over artificial
datasets, as they don’t have strong temporal dependence, but they
have in some cases negative values to indicate that the performance
is not good. We see that the classifier with better Kappa Plus Statis-
tic is the deferral classifier using α = 1.



Naive Bayes Deferral Deferral Temporal Augmented
Classifier α = 1 Classifier α = 0.5 Classifier

COVTYPE -699.37 0.14 -10.65 -190.18
ELECTRICITY -81.59 -0.84 -3.29 -46.70
POKER -58.84 -40.54 -44.55 0.75
COVPOKELEC -338.46 -192.05 -203.62 -279.35
HYP(10,0.001) 41.83 41.83 41.83 41.82
HYP(10,0.0001) 82.50 82.50 82.50 82.50
RBF(0,0) 36.87 36.85 36.86 36.87
RBF(50,0.001) 8.31 8.01 8.02 8.29
RBF(10,0.001) 37.85 37.85 37.85 37.83
RBF(50,0.0001) 10.72 10.16 10.24 10.71
RBF(10,0.0001) 38.03 38.02 38.03 38.02
Average -83.83 1.99 -0.62 -23.58

Table 1: Kappa Plus statistic. Higher is better. A positive value indicates that on average the classifier outperforms the no-change
classifier.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a new deferral classifier, to address

the problem of temporal dependence on evolving data streams. We
showed the benefits of the new method running an empirical eval-
uation over several datasets, using our method as a meta-classifier
over the Naive Bayes classifier.

As future work, we would like to continue studying this prob-
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Figure 2: Accuracy and κ+ on the Forest Covertype dataset

lem in more depth, and try to apply these techniques to the more
challenging setting of evolving data stream multi-label classifica-
tion, where the number of labels is not fixed, and the probability
distribution that is generating the data may be evolving.
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